
Our mini ‘super yacht’ in Croatia



Jeanneau 
57 / Oceanica 

This elegant offshore cruiser affords an exceptional interior and generous deck 

plan. Every detail has been imagined to offer the ultimate cruising experience. 

The 57 is Jeanneau’s flagship yacht, and often described by the yachting 

industry as a mini-superyacht. 

Although the Jeanneau has a sleek and slight exterior, it offers a fantastic space 

below deck. The signature Jeanneau curved windows in the cabins, and large 

sleek skylights in the saloon bathe the yacht’s interior in natural light. The 

saloon provides considerable headroom, a home from home living space and a 

generous galley kitchen, which has ample counter space for preparing lazy 

lunches onboard. 

For more information, please visit http://www.jeanneau.com/en-gb/boats/4-

jeanneau-yachts/44-jeanneau-57    
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Space, 
Space, 
Space!
The Jeanneau 57 is known for its livable deck and 

lavish cockpit, favouring plenty of space for guests to 

sit back, relax and enjoy the sail. The twin helms are 

set back creating a generous lounging space, 

featuring a folding cockpit table in the centre (with a 

built in fridge), considerable enough to seat everyone 

for alfresco dining. 

Her transom garage folds down to create a swimming 

platform, allowing you to jump straight into the 

crystal blue waters of the Med! 
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The Layout

The forehead (front) of the yacht has three cabins and two 

bathrooms. The enclosed bow cabin is reserved for your skipper, 

and is accessed separately through the bow. 

The other forehead cabin can be adjusted depending on the 

composition of our Yacht + Yoga group: for example, we can 

have two separate cabins – one with a double bed and ensuite 

and the other with two single bunk beds. There are also two aft 

(back) cabins, each with their own bathroom. They can be set 

up with either a double bed or two single beds. Please do let us 

know if you are travelling on your own or with a friend so that 

we can work out the best layout. 

Every room has ample storage space, wardrobes, cupboards 

and European plugs for your electricals.
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See You  
On Board


